1.

What is Tokenator?
Tokenator is the platform linking you with the leading ICOs for getting their
tokens with large discounts and bonuses.

2.

How does Tokenator work?
Tokenator is the #1 Pool for Collective discounts on ICO deals.
-

3.

We give companies the additional channel for raising funds to their ICO
projects. Working with Tokenator helps ICOs save their marketing spend.
In exchange, we get large discounts for Tokenator subscribers for collective
deals.
Every day there comes a new deal on Tokenator where you can getbest
ICOs’ tokens with bonuses from 20 to 100 %. We expand our subscribers’
community, and the community gets the best prices.

Why use Tokenator?
Dozens of ICOs are held daily, we make detailed analysis and select the best
of them. Almost every project offers additional volume discounts for
participants with a large cheque. We make these special terms accessible to
everybody by use of collective power. Tokenator allows everyone to be ‘like a
whale’.

4. How do you select the projects?
We analyze hundreds of token sales and select the best deals based on:
-

blockchain technology application
team and advisors strength
marketing power
project traction

We use international rankings and filter the projects to avoid scam.

5.

Can I get my money back?
If the minimum cap of the deal you participated is not reached, Tokenator
platform will automatically send your cryptocurrency back to your personal
account.

6.

What if the project I’ve participated in closes?
Tokenator’s experts select the best token sales out of 300+ new ICOs every
month based on the detailed analysis. We never give biased
recommendations.
However, we are not financial, investment or legal advisors and cannot bear
responsibility for the project’s performance during or after the ICO.
Please, do your own due diligence or discuss with your advisors before
participating in ICOs to make informed and responsible decision.

7.

How to create an account on Tokenator website?
Follow the Sign-Up Link. Enter your email address and create a password.
Tick the appropriate boxes below. Then press SIGN UP. Don’t forget to
confirm your email address by clicking the link in your email inbox.

8.

How to contribute via Tokenator?
First, Log In or S
 ign Up. Then follow the steps in your account. D
 o not send
ETH/BTC directly from exchanges or exchangers - you will not be able to
recover your tokens. O
 nly send ETH/BTC from the address to which you
have full access (including access to the Private Key).

9.

What cryptocurrenciesdo you accept in Tokenator deals?
Can I contribute using Bitcoin, Ripple, Monero and other
popular cryptocurrencies? Can I contribute in fiat?
We are currently only accepting ETH and BTC. Some other cryptocurrencies
may be added to Tokenator and we will notify all subscribers about it.
Fiat currencies (USD, EUR, others) are not accepted.

10. How to create a MEW wallet?
a.

Using your browser, go to the MyEtherWallet site:
https://www.myetherwallet.com. Please ensure that you see the
padlock and the “MYETHERWALLET LLC [US]” secure site certificate in
the browser’s navigation bar.

b.

Click on the “New Wallet” tab, and in the “Enter a password” field, enter
in a strong password (a long password with upper-case, lower-case
letters, special characters and numbers) that will be used to access your
wallet. The password is absolutely critical in being able to access your
ETH and tokens from the wallet so please do not lose/forget it.

c.

Click on the “Create New Wallet” button. Your wallet account has now
been created.

11. When will I receive tokens to my wallet?
Usually you will receive your tokens in a few days after the official token
distribution date. You will get tokens directly from the project.

12. Do I need to pass KYC?
Yes. In order to participate in Tokenator’s deals you will need to pass the KYC
of the ICO you are participating in. The links and instructions to KYC are
provided for each project separately.

13. Does Tokenator charge any commission?
Tokenator does not get any commission from it’s subscribers. We charge
commission from the projects listed on Tokenator because we help them
get more participants to the ICO.

14. How can I get updates about new deals?
There are new deals almost every day on Tokenator. Sign up and subscribe
to our Telegram chat and mailing list. You can also follow us on social media:
Telegram, Facebook, Twitter, WeChat, Reddit, Line, and VK.

15. Whom can I reach out to with other questions?
Follow us on social media or reach out to us at ask@tokenator.io.

